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The increasing presence of inverter-based distributed generation (DG) units in distribution networks (DNs) re-
quires control methods that achieve high performance not only during normal operating conditions, but also under
unbalanced conditions. With a high probability, a type of voltage unbalance in DNs is unequal three-phase voltage
magnitudes at the fundamental system frequency. This can occur temporarily due to faults or permanently due
to uneven distribution of unbalanced loads, on the three-phases of the DN. This paper proposes a sliding mode
(SM) based controller for grid-connected DG units, under unbalanced grid voltage condition. The proposed con-
trol strategy employs a nonlinear control scheme to directly cancel out the negative-sequence (NS) components of
DG output current under unbalanced voltage condition; and directly regulate the positive-sequence (PS) active and
reactive power injected by DG units to main-grid. The control method proposed in this paper is shown to be robust
and stable system parameter uncertainties. The validity and effectiveness of the proposed controller is verified by
using time-domain simulation studies, under the MATLAB/Simulink software environment.
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Upravljanje proizvodnom jedinicom spojenom na mrežu tijekom nesimetričnih napona na mreži temel-
jeno na kliznom režimu. Povećanje udjela distribuiranih proizvodnih jedinica povezanih na mrežu frekvenci-
jskim pretvaračima zahtjeva metode upravljanja koje dobro djeluju tijekom normalnih uvjeta na mreži kao i u
nesimetričnim uvjetima. Najčešći tip nesimetričnog napona na distribuiranoj jedinici je nesimetrična amplituda
trofaznog napona na fundamentalnoj frekvenciji. To se dogaa privremeno zbog kvarova ili trajno zbog nejednake
distribucije nesimetričnih tereta na tri faze distribuirane proizvodne jedinice. U ovom radu predlaže se regula-
tor temeljen na kliznom režimu za upravljanje proizvodnom jedinicom spojenom na mrežu tijekom nesimetričnih
napona na mreži. Predložena strategija upravljanja koristi nelinearnu shemu upravljanja kako bi se izravno poništile
inverzne komponente izlazne struje tijekom nesimetričnih uvjeta; i izravno upravlja direktnom komponentom radne
i jalove snage isporučene u mrežu. Metoda upravljanja predložena u ovom radu pokazala se kao robusna i stabilna
uz nesigurne parametre sustava. Opravdanost i učinkovitost predloženog regulatora provjerena je korištenjem sim-
ulacija u MATLAB/Simulinku.
Ključne riječi: distribuirana proizvodnja, mrežni pretvarač, klizni režim upravljanja, nesimetrični napon
1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, due to a general increasing demand for elec-
trical energy and a rising interest in clean technologies, the
energy sector is moving to the era of distributed energy re-
sources (DERs), such as wind turbines, photovoltaic sys-
tems, fuel-cells, micro-turbines and hydropower turbines
[1-2]. Typical modern distributed generation (DG) units,
which are collectively referred to DERs, do not gener-
ate 50/60 Hz ac voltages and therefore require electronic
power converters as the interfacing medium between a
prime energy source and the network [3-4]. These inter-
faces turn the DG sources more flexible in their control
and operation compared to the conventional synchronous
machines. In addition, a power electronic converter can
mitigate harmonic and unbalanced load or source prob-
lems. However, due to their relatively low inertia, these
interfaces also turn the system potentially susceptible to
the network disturbances [5].
A DG unit can be operated either in grid-connected
mode or in islanding mode. Normally, DG units operate in
grid-connected mode because the utility grid can support
the system frequency and voltage by covering the power
mismatch immediately. In the grid-connected operation,
the DG unit is connected to the main-grid at the point of
common coupling (PCC), and generates proper real and re-
active power [6-7]. In this mode, most of the system-level
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the DG system under consid-
eration
dynamics are dictated by the main-grid due to the relatively
small size of DGs. The sensitiveness of DG unit to utility
grid disturbances is a major drawback of this mode [8]. In
the grid-connected mode, the power inverters forming DG
system is continuously exposed to the abnormal conditions
and disturbances existing in the grid [9]. The most severe
cause of abnormal conditions in the main-grid are short-
circuiting faults, unbalanced distribution of single phase
loads and starting up of large induction machines, as these
are common in distribution levels [10,11]. These events
normally produce steady-state and transient voltage unbal-
ances. Operation of DG units under voltage unbalances has
not received much attention in the past, since many grid op-
erators demand the immediate disconnection of DG in case
of grid disturbances as prerequisite for grid-connection.
However, as the power generated by DG units increases,
this behavior stresses the main-grid and could cause power
unbalance, which may turn into instability. Therefore, the
interaction between DG units and main-grid during volt-
age unbalanced conditions is very important and it must be
considered when designing a proper control strategy [12].
In the literature, it can be seen that a part of research effort
in the area of DG systems has been dedicated to the grid-
connected-mode control of inverter-based DG units under
unbalanced voltage conditions [13-17].
Table 1. System parameters
Grid voltage, Line to Line, rms Vs−rms 380 V
Fundamental frequency fs 50 Hz
Grid resistance Rg 0.020 Ω
Grid inductance Lg 200 µH
Line resistance Rl 0.050 Ω
Line inductance Ll 100 µH
DC bus voltage Vdc 800 V
Filter resistance Rf 0.050 Ω
Filter inductance Lf 800 µH
Filter capacitance Cf 200 µF
Switching frequency fsw 6480 Hz
A vector control approach for controlling the voltage
sourced converter (VSC) which is capable of mitigating
the harmonics under unbalanced operating conditions is
proposed in [13]. Positive- and negative-sequence com-
ponents of the output current have been controlled inde-
pendently with a dual control scheme, in which the current
references can be accurately selected with the purpose of
avoiding second harmonic oscillations in the active power
flow of the converter, and by that reducing oscillation in
the DC-link voltage. However, a constant DC bus volt-
age is achieved at the cost of unbalanced grid currents, and
these results in a decrease of maximum deliverable power
[14,15]. As it can be seen in [13], the presented vector con-
trol approach requires two reference frame transformation
modules for voltage and current, two real-time sequence
extraction algorithms also for voltage and current, and two
synchronous current reference generation systems (one for
each rotating sequence). Therefore, the presented control
scheme is complex [9].
Early publications related to control of VSCs during
unbalanced conditions [14-17], have presented general-
ized discussions on how to derive current references cor-
responding to different objectives for control of active and
reactive powers during unbalanced conditions [15]. The
control scheme proposed in [14,15] is based on either grid
voltage oriented [14] or grid virtual-flux-oriented [15] vec-
tor control. The scheme decouples the DG current into
active and reactive power components. Control of instan-
taneous active and reactive powers is then achieved by
regulating the decoupled DG currents, using proportional-
integral (PI) or proportional-resonance (PR) controllers.
One main drawback for this control scheme is that the per-
formance highly relies on the tuning of the PI or PR param-
eters and accurate system parameters. Hence, performance
may degrade when actual system parameters deviate from
values used in the control system [17].
A direct power control (DPC) strategy has been pre-
sented in [16,17] for a grid-connected VSC under voltage
unbalanced conditions. The DPC scheme is based on the
SM control approach, which controls the instantaneous ac-
tive and reactive powers in the stationary reference frame.
Three power control targets have been proposed during
network unbalance to obtaining sinusoidal and symmetri-
cal grid current, removing reactive power ripples, and can-
celing active power ripples. However in the chosen study
system, the VSC is directly connected to main-grid and
the PCC voltage dynamics are ignored that makes the sys-
tem control very simple. In addition, the NS power control
method has been designed based on knowledge of actual
values of the resistances and inductances of the system.
Hence, the system stability is not guaranteed with subject
to system parametric uncertainties.
The main contribution of this paper is to use the well-
known sliding mode control technique in order to improve
the performance of the DG control systems when an un-
balanced drop in the grid voltage occurs. The proposed
control strategy employs a NS current controller, which is
designed to compensate the NS component of DG output
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currents; and a PS power controller, which is designed to
directly regulate the PS active and reactive powers gener-
ated by DG units. In order to overcome the computational
burden associated with the tracking of grid voltage phase
angle and frame transformations, the proposed controllers
are performed in stationary reference frame. Time-domain
simulation results are presented to demonstrate the validity
and effectiveness of the proposed control method.
2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND MODELLING
A single-line diagram of the DG study-system used in
this paper is shown in Fig. 1. The DG unit is represented
by a DC power supply, a VSC, and a LC-filter that is con-
nected to point of connection (PC). The local loads of the
DG unit are connected to the PC and, the common loads
are connected to the PCC. The interlink-lines between PC
and PCC is represented by a series RL branch. In this pa-
per, it is assumed that the DG system is connected to main-
grid. The system parameters are given in Table 1.
Fig. 2 shows the control structure of the inverter-based
DG unit. Using well-known Clarke transformation, the
current and voltage dynamics in the stationary (αβ) ref-














(if − io) (2)
It is assumed that the LC-filter and the interlink-line
have balanced three-phase impedance since, each of the
equations (1)-(2) can be fully decoupled into positive and
negative sequences. Under unbalanced condition, each of
voltages and currents can be expressed as [18]:
v = [vα vβ ]








i = [iα iβ ]








Since the whole controller is designed in the stationary
reference frame, the sequence detection of system voltages
and currents is also realized based on a stationary frame
notch filter in the αβ-frame [19]. It should be note that
the case of grid voltage and frequency deviations is out
of scope of this paper. However, as stated in [19], the
applied method is robust to small-frequency variations so
that a high-performance output can be achieved even un-
der a distorted grid voltage [14]. Although according to
the allowable limits of frequency-deviation of main-grid
[20], a phase-locked loop (PLL) can be avoided in the grid-
connected mode [14],[19], for adapting to larger-frequency
changes, a PLL or a frequency adaption loop can be added
to the applied filter [19],[21].
3 SLIDING MODE CONTROL DESIGN
The proposed control structure consists of a PS power
controller and a NS current controller, as shown in Fig.
2. The power controller is designed to regulate the PS ac-
tive and reactive power injected by DG unit to the system,
under both balanced and unbalanced conditions. The NS
current controller is designed to compensate the impact of
the grid voltage imbalance, on the DG output current. In
the subsequent sections, the control design procedure is ex-
plained in detail.
3.1 Positive-sequence power control
The instantaneous active and reactive power injected by




(vf ·if ) =
3
2
(vfαifα + vfβifβ) (5)
Q = −3
2
|vf × if | =
3
2
(vfβifα − vfαifβ) (6)
where “·” denotes the inner-product while “×” repre-
sents the cross-product of two vectors and bold symbols
representvf = [vfα vfβ ]T and if = [ifα ifβ ]T . Under
unbalanced conditions, the instantaneous active and reac-
tive powers can be expressed by the PS and NS compo-
nents of the voltages and currents as given by (7) and (8),
respectively [15].
P = P p + Pn + P 2ω (7)





































































Noting that under balanced conditions, the NS com-
ponents of voltages and currents are zero and thus, the
instantaneous powers are equal to PS power components.
It means that under both balanced and unbalanced condi-
tions, the PS active and reactive powers should be con-
trolled. For this aim, the following integral-based sliding
surface is selected.
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where eP = P ref − P p and eQ = Qref − Qp are
the active and reactive power tracking errors, and ks =
diag[ksP , ksQ] is a diagonal matrix with all positive con-
stant diagonal entries which are the SM control gains.
Based on SM control theory, it is required to restrict the
controlled states onto its corresponding sliding surfaces


















































































fαβ , respectively from




























































By substituting for ddtP
p and ddtQ
p from (16) into (14),

















































































































By combining (17) and (19), the control law can be
obtained as:
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According to SM control theory, the process of SM
control can be divided into two phases, that is, the reaching
phase and the sliding phase [22]. The control law given by
(20) is only valid for sliding phase of the SM control pro-
cess. The control effort which guarantees the SM control








































wherekv = diag[kvP , kvQ]is a diagonal matrix with all
positive constant diagonal entries which are the SM control
gains and, the sign functionsgn(·)is described by:
sgn(x) = |x |/x (23)
Based on Lyapunov’s direct method of stability [22],
the overall stability of the control system has been shown
in the paper Appendix A. Fig. 3 shows the proposed PS
power control scheme.
3.2 Negative-sequence voltage/current control
In order to obtain sinusoidal and symmetrical DG cur-
rent under unbalanced condition, the NS components of
DG current should be eliminated. This can be achieved by
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where efα and efα are the errors between reference and




fα − infα = −infα
efβ = i
n,ref
fβ − infβ = −infβ
(25)
and ksf = diag[ksfα, ksfβ ] is a positive constant di-
































Substituting for ddt i
n







































































The control law described by (29) is only valid for slid-
ing phase of the SM control process. The control effort
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Fig. 5. Grid voltage, during unbalanced condition
which guarantees the SM control in both the reaching and






























where kvf = diag[kvfα, kvfβ ] is a positive constant di-
agonal matrix. The overall stability of the control sys-
tem has been shown in the paper Appendix B. Based on
above equations the proposed NS current control scheme
is shown in Fig. 4. In order to avoid unexpected chattering
near the sliding surface, the sign function in (22) and (30)




sgn(x) |x | > λ
x/λ |x| ≤ λ (31)
where λ is a positive constant. As shown in Fig. 2, only
local signals (if , vf and io) are used as feedback to control
the converters. As depicted in this figure, the positive- and
negative-sequence components of the control signals, gen-
erated by PS power controller and NS current controller,
respectively, are finally summed up to generate the con-
verter voltage references, as an input to space vector mod-
ulation (SVM) module.
4 SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the effectiveness of the presented con-
trol strategy, the DG study system shown in Fig. 1 has
been simulated in the MATLAB/Simulink software envi-
ronment. The power reference values are given in Table
2, and as stated in section 3.2, the NS current references
are zero. The SM control gains are also given in Table 2.
In the following graphs, the real powers, reactive powers,
voltages and currents are expressed in kilowatts, kilovolt-
amperes-reactive, kilovolts and amperes, respectively.
Fig. 5 shows the grid voltage vs−abc, prior and subse-
quent to an unbalanced voltage disturbance, which can be
initiated by heavily unbalanced loading or unsymmetrical
fault conditions at the grid side. The unbalanced voltage
conditions start at t = 0.2 s with voltage drop of 30%. It





Connected to Rload Lload
PC 25 Ω 60 mH
PCC 10 Ω 24 mH
Control parameters
ksP , ksQ 1084
kvP , kvQ 66640
ksfα, ksfβ 6× 104
kvfα, kvfβ 6× 104
λ 100

















Fig. 6. Instantaneous active and reactive powers, with in-
stantaneous power control method




























Fig. 7. Waveforms of (a) Vf−abc, (b) if−abc and (c) If ,
with instan-taneous power control method
is assumed that the grid is strong since, the DG unit is not
able to assist the grid with its voltage and/or frequency reg-
ulation.
For comparison, the described power control method
without negative-sequence current compensation is also
implemented to regulate the instantaneous active and reac-
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Fig. 8. FFT of the DG phase-b current, with instantaneous
power control method

















Fig. 9. Instantaneous active and reactive powers, with pro-
posed control method




























Fig. 10. Waveforms of (a) Vf−abc, (b) if−abc and (c) If ,
with pro-posed control method





















Fig. 11. FFT of the DG phase-b current, with proposed
control method
tive powers. The instantaneous active and reactive power
components generated by DG unit are shown in Fig. 6. It
can be observed that the instantaneous powers track their
corresponding reference values under both balanced and
unbalanced conditions.


































Fig. 12. Waveforms of (a) if−abc, (b) If , (c)PDG and (d)
QDG, with proposed control method, under system para-
metric un-certainties
Fig. 7 illustrates the waveforms of vf−abc, if−abc and
If , over a period around t = 0.2 s, subsequent to the un-
balanced voltage disturbance. As shown in Fig. 7(a), due
to small size of DG unit, the unbalanced grid voltage can
cause the system voltages suffering from high values of
negative-sequence which can lead to system voltage imbal-
ance. Therefore, the first term of (11) cannot be directly
removed under unbalanced voltage conditions. However,
as depicted in Fig. 6, no steady-state double frequency os-
cillations (DFOs) are observed in the active and reactive
powers during the unbalanced conditions. This is due to
the fact that the first term and the second term of equation
(11) can compensate each other, with instantaneous power
control method. Although this method has an acceptable
performance in control of instantaneous power under both
the balanced and unbalanced conditions, the main limita-
tion of this method is high current distortion during unbal-
anced conditions, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Fig. 7(c) shows




(iα)2 + (iβ)2 (32)
As indicated, the NS component of the DG output cur-
rent manifests itself as a DFO in the detected current am-
plitude. The high-frequency current ripple appeared in Fig.
7(b) is due to the SVM-inverter switching. The fast Fourier
transformation (FFT) of phase-b current of DG unit is pre-
sented in Fig. 8. The measured total harmonic distortion
(THD) of DG output currents is 20.7%.
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The results illustrating performance of proposed con-
troller, containing a PS power regulation module and a NS
current compensation module, are shown in Figs. 9-11. As
shown in Fig. 9, the average value of the active and reactive
power of DG unit tracks their respective reference values
under both balanced and unbalanced conditions. However,
under unbalanced voltage conditions, the instantaneous ac-
tive and reactive power of DG unit is imposed by DFOs.
Fig. 10 shows the waveforms of vf−abc, if−abc and
If , prior and subsequent to the unbalanced voltage distur-
bance at t = 0.2 s. Fig. 10(b) shows that with proposed
control method, the NS components of DG current is very
well removed and the DG current reaches its sinusoidal
and symmetrical steady-state with a reasonable transient
performance. Since the reference value of PS powers of
DG unit is constant, the current amplitude increment seen
in the waveforms of if−abc, after t = 0.2 s, is due to am-
plitude decrement of PS system voltage, under unbalanced
voltage conditions.
Although the NS components of DG current are elim-
inated under unbalanced conditions, due to interaction of
PS components of DG current and NS components of DG
voltage, the first term of (11) cannot be eliminated and
hence, the instantaneous active and reactive power is im-
posed by DFOs, as shown in Fig. 9. One may note that
the amplitude of DFOs is proportional to amplitude of NS
components of the system voltage.
The THD value of DG output currents is investigated
by analyzing the FFT of phase-b current, as can be seen
in Fig. 11. As expected, the measured THD of currents is
decreased to 3.5%.
To evaluate the robust performance of proposed con-
troller subject to parametric uncertainties, a 15% step-
mismatch is assumed for filter resistance from t = 0.18 s.
Some simulation results obtained for this test are shown in
Fig. 12. Inspecting these plots, it can be confirmed that the
control scheme proposed in this paper is robust and stable
with subject to system parameters uncertainties.
5 CONCLUSION
This paper presents a SM based controller for a grid-
connected DG unit under unbalanced voltage conditions.
The proposed control structure has two control modules
consisting of a PS power controller and a NS current con-
troller. The power controller ensures that the PS active and
reactive power, generated by DG unit, tracks its respective
reference commands under both balanced and unbalanced
conditions. The current controller compensates the NS
current components of DG unit. The effectiveness of the
proposed control structure is demonstrated through time-
domain simulation studies, under the MATLAB/Simulink
environment. Simulation results confirm that with pro-
posed control method, the NS current components of DG
units are removed and, the THD value of the DG output
currents are significantly reduced. Simulation results con-
clude that the proposed control strategy has a reasonable
transient response and, is robust and stable subject to sys-
tem parameters uncertainties.
APPENDIX A










































































The time-derivative of Lyapunov function ddtV1 is then
definitely negative so that the power control system be-
comes asymptotically stable.
APPENDIX B
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Therefore, the time-derivative of the Lyapunov func-
tion ddtV2 is negative definite and the current control sys-
tem is asymptotically stable.
APPENDIX C
Variables
vi, vf , vc Inverter, filter, PCC voltage vectors.
if , iL, il Filter, local load, line current vectors.
vαβ , iαβ αβ components of voltage and current.
R, L,C Resistance, inductance, capacitance.
P, Q Active and reactive powers.
S Sliding surface
e Tracking error
ωs Synchronous angular frequency.
Superscripts
p, n Positive-, negative-sequence compo-
nents.
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